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Abstract – Our project investigates technologies by which a Smart City can help travelers in congested zones. A roadside service 
provider model and its algorithm are formulated as strategic elements for integrating information systems in context-aware 
dynamic roadside service availability through the latest technology of real time traffic information and navigation system. A 
simulated system with MATLAB is developed to validate the model and algorithms and to recommend dynamic routing for desired 
services and path information. The traveler would be able to perform their alternative activities to provide more satisfying 
journeys through traffic jam zones. 
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I. INTRODUCTION  

 
Traffic problem is a major challenge for all large cities.  

Budgets are continually allocated to solve the problem but 
with little success. There are a lot of researches proposing to 
solve traffic issues and various policy enabling as road tax 
pricing, expressway, special lanes for mass transportation. 
However, the traffic is there and you will need to be there or 
you will be aware when you are in.  What can we do when 
we are in the congested traffic area? In order to be able to 
continue activity, what we need to perform as well as living 
with happiness in those situations. When we are still in the 
congested traffic, is meant that we can not travel by car to 
the target destination on time or very late arrival. “What are 
the alternative activities to help to perform as mentioned 
with satisfaction?” And How will the city administration 
support the traveler to live better in the looping traffic jam? ”   

In this paper, we design strategic model to assist traveler, 
not to solve the traffic congestion problem. We can provide 
extra services for conducting alternative activity to solve the 
uncomfortable period due to we get stuck in a congested 
zone in a city such as on 5 Km of Ratchadapisek - Ladproa 
Junction to Sukhumvit 11 Road as a known congested zone 
in Bangkok Thailand.  The traveler will live better to get the 
desired services in time of need as alternative activity. The 
current is they do not know where thet can get the service or 
whether the roadside service providers are ready to serve 
them at the speed one will expect.   

Therefore, the city administration office or any service 
provider shall provide a dynamic smart roadside service 
system that never been proposed prior to integrate with GPS 
location of service provider along the road and real time 
navigation with accounting of travelling time, calculated 
from real time traffic information which is impacted to 
traveler.  Roadside services information system shall be 
embedded with their availability and location related to road 
path to be Smart Roadside Service System. Those system is 
the infrastructure platform to serve the traveler commanding 
and getting the response with relevant information for 

making decision in traveling. Thus, the traveler can perform 
their activities with different desired services along the 
roadside service provider in the congested period. The 
decision can be made to the change of traveling methods 
from car to MRT or reschedule activities with alternatives 
activities such as Switching from Face to Face meeting to 
Video conference meeting at the coffee shop corner over 
Wi-Fi Internet, or changing services location as lunch or 
dinner location.  

 
II. LITERATURE REVIEW AND LIMITATIONS OF 

CURRENT TECHNIQUES  
 
It is a problem all cities must face and budget is allocated 

to solve the traffic problem without success as Smart 
solutions, like traffic congestion avoidance [1]. Currently, It 
is not enough for modern age of intelligent system and smart 
devices and to know only the way and positions of some 
services, [2]. Travelers will change their behavior when 
receiving various information. The travel behavior survey 
was aimed to determine the factors that influence the 
commuter’s mode choice decision in response to integrated 
multi model traveler information [3]. The result show that 
auto  commuters would be willing to switch their mode of 
travel if they are given comparative (integrated) information, 
which is in accordance with the previous studies [4[.  The 
current solution is the latest development from Google GPS 
navigation report the real time traffic condition as well as 
suggested traffic avoidance route but most traveler is still not 
satisfied. Moreover, the system is not designed specific local 
content beyond cooperation with City administration office. 

In general, we can find the web or portal aggregating the 
list of service providers and location along GPS Map as 
banking, medical clinic, restaurant, convenient store. We can 
use the navigation service to be there but we may need to do 
on multiple transaction and depending on individual 
knowledge of those areas. We can not find the integrating in 
the domain of serving various requests travelers or all 
passengers criteria in the car with dynamic status of service 
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providers’ availability and shortest location and real time 
traffic situation. These requirement will be the challenge of 
Smart City to serve their people who live there. But this 
research can make it possible. The current navigation system 
shall be enhanced with integrating context-aware alternatives 
activity information with relevant on location, traveling time 
and availability to be Smart Roadside Service System. 
Similar to the research proposed that the main tools of 
demand management are stimulating the use of other 
services than congested road links [5].  The traveler can 
choose to perform as demand interacting with real time the 
status of traffic condition and dynamic availability of 
roadside service provider to provide feedback to the citizen 
who will be living in the middle of congested zone.  
Therefore, Roadside service provider in the area must be 
managed and renovated to meet the demands of increasing 
traffic volumes and changing needs and desires [6]. 

 
III. THE NEW PROPOSED MODELLING TECHNIQUE 

 
A. Roadside Service Availability Model 
 
In general, the roadside service availability are not 

officially presented in the real time mode on their available 
status. Each store can provide certain service but are not 
known by the traveler both driver and the passengers passing 
through the road. Hence, this section, we will describe how 
the roadside services can officially setup. Officially means 
that the road side services can become known globally by 
the cars in the vicinity. The city service shall provide 
suggesting essentials roadside services connecting with real 
time traffic report. This research recommendation concern 
on the cost to traveler which are composed by cost 
accounting for the travel time, waiting time, access and 
parking time and the monetary cost [7][8]. This research will 
target to fine the impacted factors as model and simulate to 
test the proposed concept and roadside service availability 
model to support the traveler.  

The Roadside services location and service profile will 
be registered for the real time services profile such as Open-
Close or Full for matching with requested service in vector 
model for different services in different location which will 
be prioritized from the distance from request position.  
Roadside Services Categories are as: 1) Restaurant, 2) 
Medical Service, 3) Banking, 4) Coffee Shop, 5) Rest Room, 
6) Hair Salon, and 7) Mobile Shop.  

 

 
Figure 1. Roadside Services Profile RSP 

 
The requested vector for Car from the distance to 

roadside services location - RSL which is far enough for the 
response from the Server to reply to Car A for the suggested 
services location which are matched to the requested service 

vector as the services requested vector of Car A = ( 1 1 0 0 0 
0 1 ). It will be matched as in Figure 1.  The Roadside 
service -RSi  is the point of service at location  i in an linear 
segment with n roadside service points.  Each Roadside 
Service has different service profile. The roadside service on 
each road will be different in categories and location.  The 
difference on categories as RS1= (1 1 0 0 0 1 1), RS 2 = (1 1 
0 0 1 0 1), etc. 

Let m be the maximum type of distinct services, within 
the defined distance or Geo fence from initiating location,  
offered by Roadside Service point i.  Let Selection Element, 
SEj, be the  service element of certain type, 1 ≤ j ≤ m, in 
which case, it will be defined as  SE1= Bank, SE2 = Food, 
SE3 = Coffee shop, SE4= Rest Room, SE5= Hospital, SE6 = 
Drug store, SE7= Gas station. Roadside service point profile 
is the number of service elements available at the particular 
point. In a road segment with n roadside service point, the 
Roadside Service Profile (RSP) or Availability Profile  is 
represented by the Roadside Service Profile Matrix, RSPM 
(RSi, SEj), , 1 ≤ i ≤ n,  1 ≤ j ≤ m  Assume that  n = 5, m = 7, 
then  Sij = RSPM (RSi , SEj) , 1 ≤ i ≤ 5 , 1 ≤ j ≤ 7 is shown 
in Figure 2. 

 
 SE1 SE2 SE3 SE4 SE5 SE6 SE7 

RS1        

RS2        

RS3        

RS4        

RS5        

Figure 2. Roadside Services Profile Matrix RSPM 

 
For the traveler passing through the congested area with 

Roadside service and assume that the commuters have 
previously registered to access the official Roadside Service 
System. The registered driver or passengers can construct a 
Service Request Vector, SRV which is the aggregated 
service requests from everyone in the car. The SRV will be 
matched with the RSPM to identify the Roadside service 
points that match the criteria. The Service selection 
processing on the Roadside, in the congested area, are 
designed to serve all passenger in the car in two different 
criteria   

 Maximum Request Satisfied Selection,  the SRV 
will seek the RSi matching that satisfies the maximum 
number of people in the car 

 Priority Selection, the priority value is attached to a 
service request SRV. The selection is a must do depending 
on weighting of the SRV into consideration.   

This research matching model assume to utilize those 
services provider information who aggregate roadside 
service provider profile on their services and location which 
GPS Navigation will calculate on the gap distance which is 
designed with Dynamic Shortest Path in the traffic 
congestion [9] between the current location and route 
suggestion to alternative services to divert the demand into 
traffic congested zone.  
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B. Selection of Processing Methods  
 
B1. Maximum Request Satisfaction Selection,   
 
The traveler will choose and create the requests which 

will consist of Service Request Vector SRV and Service 
Element Vector SEV as input to the SRS system. The input 
SRV from user and SEV from the SRS system. Each user 
logs into the SRS System, and get the Service Element 
Vector, SEV.  The system determines from the attached 
GPS location that they belong to the same group.  

Processing, Each user selects the desired Service 
Element and the system will construct the Binary 
SRV(BSRV) from SRV: 

Transform RSi to Binary RSi (BRSi) 
for  i = 1 to n,            BSRV = BSRV and BRSi   
Weight (RSi)= Sum of all  1’s  in BSRV 
Get the candidate service points,  i at max (Weight(RSi), 

i = 1 to n ) 
Eliminate the roadside service candidate that are or will 

be behind the car. 
Output: Selected Roadside and Services are sent back. 
Example:  RSP in Figure 1 and  SRV from three 

requesters in a car, with the RSPM shown in Figure 2 .The 
corresponding  BSRV after specifying the service elements 
is as follows: 

 
 Passenger 1 : SRV1 (0001000),  
 Passenger 2 : SRV2 (1000010),  
 Passenger 3 : SRV3 (1100000)  
 
After combining into SRV by performing SRV = SRV1 

+ SRV2 + SRV3 (+ is for OR). The vector SRV is 
(1101010). Then SRV will be processed to identify the  
matched service element on each Roadside service: 

 
SRV  RS1= (1101010)  (1110010)  =  (1100010) =  3 
SRV  RS2= (1101010)  (1010101)  =  (1000000) =  1 
SRV  RS3= (1101010)  (1110110)  =  (1100010) =  3 
SRV  RS4= (1101010)  (1110111)  =  (1100010) =  3 
SRV  RS5= (1101010)  (1001001)  =  (1001000) =  2 
 
when applying the function max ( ) to find the roadside 

service point, we obtain roadside service routes 1, 3, 4  
which satisfy the requests from passengers 2  and 3. Now the 
last step is to eliminate those service points that are now or 
will be behind the car by extrapolating the speed from GPS 
value of the group and the distance from the service point 
using the GPS location of the roadside service points which 
are pre-stored in the SRS system.  

 
 
 
 
 
 

B2. Priority  Selection  
 
There are situation in which emergency happens in the 

car. In which case, the ability to specify priority to find a 
roadside service is essential. A 5-level of priority request 
will be specified  priority level 5: most urgent concerning 
live and death situation, priority level 4: very urgent, priority 
level 3: urgent, priority level 2 : somewhat urgent, priority 
level 1: can wait.  In this case, we will construct the request 
for roadside service as the Request Priority Vector - RPV in 
which each service element is identified by the priority level.   

Example: 
    
SRV1 (0 0 0 1 1 1 0)  and  RPV1 (0 0 0 4 5 3 0) , 
SRV2 (1 1 0 0 0 0 1)  and  RPV2 (3 2 0 0 0 0 1)     
 
The processing needs both  SRV and RPV. Then to scan 

each RPV the location of the service element with higher 
priority p with the highest priority value 5.  Then, the SRS 
must find RSi  that contains service element with priority p, 
SE(p) for  RSi , 1 ≤ i ≤ n that locates in the forward direction 
and nearest to the car sending  SRV and RPV. 

 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY AND 

SOFTWARE 
 

A. Simulation of Roadside Service Availability Model 
 
We structure the model and formulate algorithm and 

simulation through the use of MATLAB software [10] to 
realize solved maximum requests at the shortest path 
problem. We will use it to identify the suitable shortest path 
to meet maximum requests or priority selection at the short 
test distance from search location to desired roadside 
services location.   Smart Roadside Services System - SRSS 
is the infrastructure system to model and matching requested 
services and current traveling condition to serve the traveler 
command and getting the response with relevant information 
for making decision in traveling.  Firstly we consider a 
scenario where there are seven service elements and each 
service element, SEj, for 1 ≥ j ≥ m, are defined as SE1= 
Convenient Store, SE2= Food, SE3= Coffee Shop, SE4 = 
Hospital, SE5= Restaurant, SE6= Drug store, SE7 = Gas 
station.    Their locations and service availability are 
different and in different road segment or path.  The database 
system records the information of all segments. When the 
system received the location of the user’s vehicle and a 
service request vector (SRV), the system will construct a 
Roadside Service Profile Matrix (RSPM) with the 
information of service elements on the road segments in the 
vicinity of the user. In this example, we assume that the 
system generates a RSPM including the information related 
to 5 road segments. In RSPM, each service element is 
located and available, it is recorded as 1 otherwise 0. The 
RSPM of this example is shown in Table I where RSi is a 
road segment.  
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TABLE I. THE ROAD SERVICE PROFILE MATRIX (RSPM) 
 SE1 SE2 SE3 SE4 SE5 SE6 SE7 

RS1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 
RS2 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 
RS3 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 
RS4 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 
RS5 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 

 
TABLE II. THE ROAD SERVICE LOCATION MATRIX (RSLM) 

 SE1 SE2 SE3 SE4 SE5 SE6 SE7 
RS1 4.5 2.6 3.4 - - 4.9 - 
RS2 1.2 - 4.8 - 3.3 - 2.8 
RS3 0.8 2.5 3.7 - 5.8 2.5 - 
RS4 0.3 1.7 2.8 - 3.8 2.8 4.2 
RS5 0.4 - - 2.3 - - 5.1 

 
Since the system received the location of vehicle with the 

requester are inside, it computes the distance (in kilometers) of 
Service Element (SEi) from the location of vehicle in all road 
segment in RSPM, and then it generates the road service 
location matrix (RSLM) using a shortest path algorithm and the 
map database as in Table 2. 

Assumption, The server system received a SRV with [1 1 0 
1 0 1 0] from the vehicle and the estimated speed of the vehicle 
about 20 km/hour, and the total process time including the 
transmission time and the real processing time (60 second). 
According to the SRV, the users are requesting SE1, SE2, SE4 
and SE6. We define the optimum of the boundary for roadside 
service range to support service request and traffic situation 
within 6 km. 

 
A1. Modelling of Maximum Requested Services 
 
Using the proposed RSA Model, the system firstly will 

calculate a list of road segments which can provide the 
maximum service elements. In this example, the candidate road 
segments with the maximum service elements are in Table III. 

  
TABLE III. LIST OF ROADS WITH MAXIMUM SERVICE 

SATISFACTION 
 SE1 SE2 SE3 SE4 SE5 SE6 SE7 

RS1 4.5 2.6 3.4 - - 4.9 - 
RS3 0.8 2.5 3.7 - 5.8 2.5 - 
RS4 0.3 1.7 2.8 - 3.8 2.8 4.2 

 
Both RS1, RS2 and RS4 can provide the services SE1, SE2, 

and SE6. But SE4 can be available only if the user chooses 
RS5, but only two requested service elements will be reached. 
Therefore, the user unfortunately needs to ignore SE4  in this 
scenario since we assumed the priority of all services are equal. 
As the same time, the system also calculates the estimated 
location of the vehicle where the reply message is expected to 
received, based on the estimated speed of car and the condition 
of the traffic congestion collected from the available resources. 
Then, the system will eliminate the candidate road segments in 
which one requested service location has passed by the vehicle. 
From assumption, the vehicle has passed about 0.333 kilometer 
from the initial location where the request was sent. RS4 will be 
eliminated from less requested service, and RS1 and RS3 will 
be included in the list. We can present from the MATLAB 
simulation in Figure 3, the diagram of road service profile with 

the current location of vehicle (CurLoc) and the initial location 
(IniLoc) where the request is sent, is shown in Table 2. In the 
diagram, the nodes represent the service elements on each road 
segment where the first and second indexes in the node sample, 
S are the service element and the road segment. For example, 
S21 is the service element SE2 on the road segment RS1. The 
edges are the roads between the two adjacent service elements 
and their weights are the distance between them. The two-
magenta colored paths  are the road segments with maximum 
requested service  as in Figure 3 below.  

 
- Curent location is at 333m from initial loction.  
- Requested Services are SE1 SE2 SE4 SE6. 

 
Figure 3. Roadside services elements and locations RS1,RS3 

 
Finally, among the rest candidate road segments, the 

candidate in which the vehicle can reach all available service 
elements within the minimum distance is selected by system 
and sends to the requesting users inside the vehicle. Therefore, 
the system will select RS3 and send its related information back 
to the user because it can reach all requested service elements 
within 2.167 kilometers. The graph diagram with the final 
selected road segment (bold colored path) is shown in Figure 4 
below. 
 
- Curent location is at 333m from initial loction.  
- Requested Services are SE1 SE2 SE4 SE6 
- Finally Road 3 with SE1 SE2 SE6 with total distance of 2.167Km is 

selected. 

 
Figure 4. The recommended road for Maximum services RS3 
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A2. Modelling of Priority Selection 
 
When the different priority of services requested by user 

is considered in the system, the users need enter the specific 
priority value for each requested service and the system in 
the user’s device need to construct and send a Request 
Priority Vector (RPV) in which each service element is 
identified by the priority level together with SRV. In this 
case, we assume that the server system received a SRV with 
[1 1 0 1 0 1 0] and a RPV with  [1 3 0 5 0 2 0] similar to the 
previous example, According to the SRV, the users are 
requesting SE1 with priority 1, SE2 with priority 3, SE4 with 
the highest priority 5 and SE6 with priority 2.  

After that, the server system will calculate a list of 
candidate road segments which can provide the services 
element according their priority value and the estimated 
location of the vehicle when the reply message is received. 
In this example, the candidates of road segments are listed in 
Table 2. The road segment RS5 is included in here because 
its priority value is highest. However, the system eliminates 
the candidate RS4 in which a service element has passed and 
only three left in the list for further process. Then, the system 
generate the graph diagram of road service profile with the 
current location of vehicle (CurLoc) and the initial location 
(IniLoc) where the request is sent, is shown in Figure 5.   

 
- Curent location is at 333m from initial loction. 
- Requested Services with priority are SE1 with 1, SE2 with 3, SE4 with 5, 

SE6 with 2 

 
Figure 5. Roadside services elements and locations RS1,3,5 

 

Referring to Figure 6, the three magenta colored paths 
are the road segments with maximum metric calculated 
based on the priority value. However, there is only road 
segment (path) that include the request service element with 
highest priority, SE4, on RS5 as shown in Figure 6. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

- Curent location is at 333m from initial loction. 
- Requested Services with priority are SE1 with 1, SE2 with 3, SE4 with 5, 

SE6 with 2 
- Finally Road 3 with SE1 SE4 with total distance of 1.967Km is selected. 

 
Figure 6. The recommended road for Priority model RS5 

 
 
B. Simulation Model of RSA Algorithm using MATLAB 
 
B1. Simulation RSA on Maximum Services Requested 
 
Smart Matching the Service Request Vector as 

demonstration is simulated in MATLAB Software which 
will demonstrate the algorithm operation. The MATLAB 
will simulate the prototype as the traveler drive car with 
passengers using mobile application to submit request for 
services along the road in the direction to destination to test 
the system.  
% The Context-Aware Roadside Services Availability 
Model for Smart traveling in congested zone by maximum 
service  % and minimum total distance  
% Construct a traffic map as a network (graph) 
% The System design of SRSS will be an enhancement or 
add on system to the smart map with real 
% time traffic report which will be enhanced with 
comprehensive information and real time status of 
%the road side service providers along the road in the 
congested zone such as road construction or accident report, 
% available parking slot, parking fee, booking services, 
banking services, medical services, food services. 
% The decision algorithm will determine the shortest 
distance or least time traveling. 
clc 
close all 
clear 
% car's information 
rdService=["SE1", "SE2", "SE3", 
"SE4","SE5","SE6","SE7"]; % profile 
totalSer = length(rdService); 
reqVector     =  [1 1 0 1 0 1 0]; % request vector 
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 IniLoc = 0;    % start location (meters) 
proTime = 60; random('exponential',60);   % Processing 
Time exponential distribution with mean 60 second 
Vspeed = 20; random('uniform',20,30);    % speed of car 
(km/hr ) depending on the current traffic 
CurLoc = (IniLoc + floor((proTime * 
(Vspeed/3600))*1000))/1000;    % current location (assigned 
fixed number) 
disp(['The current location is at ' num2str(CurLoc) ' 
kilometers from initial location.']); 
reqSer = join(rdService(reqVector()==1)); % requested 
services 
disp(join(['The requested Services are ' reqSer])); 
disp(' '); 
  
% Road side Service profile network or map 
% Assuming that some services can be available  have many 
shops or branches such as 
% convenience store, gas stations, bank etc., but some 
services can be 
% located in only one location such as the personal doctor's 
clinic. 
% Construct a graph (network) of RSS 
%rdService = ['SE1', 'SE2', 'SE3', 'SE4','SE5','SE6','SE6', 
'SE7']; % profile 
rdServicematrix =    [1 1 1 0 0 1 0;  % Option 1 
                                   1 0 1 0 1 0 1;  % Option 2 
                                   1 1 1 0 1 1 0; 
                                   1 1 1 0 1 1 1; 
                                   1 0 0 1 0 0 1]; % RSPM 
 rdServiceLocmatrix = [4.5, 2.6,3.4,Inf,Inf,4.9,Inf ;  % Inf 
means that service is not on the road 
                                     1.2,  Inf, 4.8,Inf, 3.3,Inf, 2.8 ; 
                                     0.8, 2.5, 3.7,Inf, 5.8, 2.5, Inf ; 
                                     0.3, 1.7, 2.8,Inf, 3.8, 2.8, 4.2 ; 
                                     0.4, Inf, Inf, 2.3, Inf, Inf, 5.1]; % 
RSLM 
 Dist = rdServiceLocmatrix; 
 
%Road Path 1 
 
P(1).s = {'IniLoc', 'CurLoc',  'S21','S31','S11'}; % S21 = 
Service 2 at Path 1 
P(1).d = {'CurLoc', 'S21','S31','S11','S61'};%,'End'}; 
P(1).w = [CurLoc - IniLoc, Dist(1,2)- CurLoc, Dist(1,3)-
Dist(1,2), Dist(1,1)-Dist(1,3), Dist(1,6)-Dist(1,1)];% 
distance between SEs 
P(1).w(P(1).w<0)=0; 
G = graph(P(1).s,P(1).d,P(1).w); 
  
%Road Path 2 
 
P(2).s = {'CurLoc', 'S12','S72','S52'};%,'S32'}; 
P(2).d = { 'S12','S72','S52','S32'};%,'End'}; 
P(2).w = [Dist(2,1)-CurLoc, Dist(2,7)-Dist(2,1), Dist(2,5)-
Dist(2,7), Dist(2,3)-Dist(2,7)];% distance between SEs 

P(2).w(P(2).w<0)=0; 
G = addedge(G,P(2).s,P(2).d,P(2).w); 
  
%Road Path 3 
 
P(3).s = { 'CurLoc', 'S13', 'S13', 'S23', 'S23', S63','S33'}; 
%,'S53'}; 
P(3).d = { 'S13',  'S23', 'S63', 'S33', 'S63', 'S33','S53'}; 
%,'End'}; 
P(3).w = [ Dist(3,1)- CurLoc, Dist(3,2)-Dist(3,1), Dist(3,6)-
Dist(3,1), Dist(3,3)-Dist(3,2),Dist(3,6)-Dist(3,2),.Dist(3,3 ) -
Dist(3,6),Dist(3,5)-Dist(3,3)] % distance between SEs 
P(3).w(P(3).w<0)=0; 
G = addedge(G,P(3).s,P(3).d,P(3).w); 
  
%Road Path 4 
 
P(4).s = {'CurLoc', 
'S14','S24','S24','S64','S64','S34','S54'};%,'S74'}; 
P(4).d = {  'S14', 
'S24','S64','S34','S34','S54','S54','S74'};%,'End'}; 
% P(4).w = [1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 1,1,3];%,8]; 
P(4).w = [ Dist(4,1)-CurLoc, Dist(4,2)-Dist(4,1), Dist(4,6)-
Dist(4,2), Dist(4,3)-Dist(4,2),... 
    Dist(4,3)-Dist(4,6), Dist(4,5)-Dist(4,6),Dist(4,5)-
Dist(4,3),Dist(4,7)-Dist(4,5)];% distance between SEs 
P(4).w(P(4).w<0)=0; 
G = addedge(G,P(4).s,P(4).d,P(4).w); 
  
%Road Path 5 
 
P(5).s = {'CurLoc', 'S15','S45'};%,'S75'}; 
P(5).d = { 'S15','S45','S75'};%,'End'}; 
P(5).w = [ Dist(5,1)-CurLoc, Dist(5,4)-Dist(5,1), Dist(5,7)-
Dist(5,4)];% distance between SEs 
P(5).w(P(5).w<0)=0; 
G = addedge(G,P(5).s,P(5).d,P(5).w); 
 
p= plot(G,'EdgeLabel',G.Edges.Weight,'Layout','layered'); 
sprintf('The current location is at %d m from the initial 
location.',1000*CurLoc); 
highlight(p,'CurLoc','NodeColor','r','MarkerSize',7) 
  
str_temp =  sprintf('The current location is at %d m from the 
initial location.',1000*CurLoc); 
hText1 = text(0.1,8.9,str_temp,'Color','k','FontSize',11); 
str_temp= join(['The requested Services are ', reqSer, '.']); 
hText2 = text(0.1,8.5,str_temp,'Color','k','FontSize',11); 
set(gca,'xtick',[],'ytick',[]) 
set(gcf, 'units', 'normalized'); 
set(gcf, 'Position', [0, 0, 0.6, 0.8]); 
  
%= consider max service and min distance=========% 
% max Request Satisfied Selection 
% Calculate the road options that can provide the max 
service 
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[n m]= size(rdServicematrix); % n is number of options and 
m is number of services 
rdServicemtr = zeros(n,1); 
for i = 1:n 
    rdServicemtr(i) = reqVector * rdServicematrix(i,:)'; % 
road service metric for each roat 
end 
 % Service Location Constrained Selection 
% Find the options which can provide Max Ser 
disp('To achicve the max service satisfied: RSs ') 
disp('The road ') 
rdSerSel_ser =[ ]; % Selection after checking current 
location 
while isempty(rdSerSel_ser) 
    max_rdInd = find(rdServicemtr == max(rdServicemtr)); 
% road with Maximum Service  
    for i= 1: length(max_rdInd) 
        if (min(rdServiceLocmatrix(max_rdInd(i),:)) > CurLoc) 
% checking if the vehnicle 
            rdSerSel_ser = [rdSerSel_ser,  max_rdInd(i)]; 
            fprintf('%d, ', max_rdInd(i)); 
            [path1, dist1] = shortestpath(G,'CurLoc', 
P(max_rdInd(i)).d(end)); % find the path and distance 
            highlight(p,path1,'EdgeColor','m','LineWidth',1); % 
show in the graph with rmagenta color 
        end 
    end 
    if isempty(rdSerSel_ser) 
        disp([num2str(max_rdInd(i))  ' is not selected becuase 
one service station has passed.']); 
        rdServicemtr(max_rdInd(i))=0; 
    end 
    if sum(rdServicemtr)== 0 
        break 
    end 
end 
 pause() 
if is empty(rdSerSel_ser) == 0 
    disp(' are for maximum Services.'); 
disp(' ') 
 % Find the shortest distance to go all requested services 
    total_dist = zeros(length(rdSerSel_ser),1); 
    min_dist = Inf; % minimum distance to last service stop 
    min_ind = 0; % the road index which has the minimum 
distance to last service stop 
    last_ser = 0; % last service stop of the selected road. 
    for i = 1: length(rdSerSel_ser) 
for j= 1:totalSer 
if (rdServicematrix(rdSerSel_ser(i),j)==1& reqVector(j) == 
1) if total_dist(i) < rdServiceLocmatrix(rdSerSel_ser(i),j) 
                    total_dist(i) = 
rdServiceLocmatrix(rdSerSel_ser(i),j); % find the short trip 
to cover max requested services 
                    last_ser = j; 
                end 
            end 

        end 
        if min_dist >= total_dist(i) 
            min_dist = total_dist(i); %  minimum distance to last 
service stop 
            min_ind = rdSerSel_ser(i); 
        end 
    end 
    str_last_ser =  sprintf('S%d%d',last_ser,min_ind);% last 
service stop of the selected road. 
    [path, dist] = shortestpath(G,'CurLoc', str_last_ser); % 
find the path and distance of recommended road 
    highlight(p,path,'EdgeColor','r','LineWidth',3); % show in 
the graph with rmagenta color 
    temp_Locmatrix = rdServiceLocmatrix(min_ind,:); 
    temp =0; 
    while sum(temp_Locmatrix==min_dist) > 1 
        str_pre_ser =  sprintf('S%d%d',last_ser,min_ind); 
        temp_Locmatrix(last_ser)= 0; 
        temp = find(temp_Locmatrix== min_dist); 
        last_ser = temp(1); 
        str_last_ser =  sprintf('S%d%d',last_ser,min_ind);% last 
service stop of the selected road. 
        [path, dist] = shortestpath(G,str_pre_ser, str_last_ser); 
% find the path and distance of recommended road 
        highlight(p,path,'EdgeColor','r','LineWidth',3); % show 
in the graph with rmagenta color 
    end 
    str_temp =  sprintf('The current location is at %d m from 
the initial location.',1000*CurLoc); 
  
    %hText = text(0.3,8.5,str_temp,'Color','r','FontSize',12); 
    disp(['Finally, the road ' num2str(min_ind) ' which 
includes the services of ']); 
    temp_str =[]; 
    for j= 1:totalSer 
      if (rdServicematrix(min_ind,j) == 1 & reqVector(j) == 1) 
            fprintf('%s, ', rdService(j)); 
            temp_str =[temp_str, rdService(j)]; 
        end 
    end 
    disp([ ' with the distance of ' num2str(min_dist-CurLoc) ' 
kilometers is selected']); 
    str_temp= join(['Finally, the road ' num2str(min_ind) ' 
with ' join(temp_str)... ' with total distance of ' 
num2str(min_dist-CurLoc) ' km is selected.']); 
    hText3 = text(0.1,0.3,str_temp,'Color','r','FontSize',11); 
end 
disp(' '); 
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B2. Simulation RSA on Priority Selection 
 

% The Context-Aware Roadside Services Availability 
Model for Smart traveling in Congested Traffic by service 
element % with high priority and shortest distance to it.  
% Construct a traffic map as a network (graph) 
% The System design of SRSS will be an enhancement or 
add on system to the smart map with real 
% time traffic report which will be enhanced with 
comprehensive information and real time status of 
%the road side service providers along the road in the 
congested zone such as road construction or accident report, 
% available parking slot, parking fee, booking services, 
banking services, medical services, food services. 
% The decision algorithm will determine the shortest 
distance or least time traveling. 
clc 
close all 
clear 
% car's information 
rdService=["SE1","SE2", "SE3", 
"SE4","SE5","SE6","SE7"]; % profile 
totalSer = length(rdService); 
reqVector        =  [1 1 0 1 0 1 0]; % reqest vector 
reqVectorPrio =  [1 3 0 5 0 2 0]; % priority of services 
  
IniLoc = 0;    % start location (meters) 
proTime = 60; random('exponential',60);   % Processing 
Time exponential distribution with mean 60 second 
Vspeed = 20; random('uniform',20,30);    % speed of car 
(km/hr ) depending on the current traffic 
CurLoc=(IniLoc+floor((proTime*(Vspeed/3600))*1000))/10
00;    % current location (assigned fixed number) 
disp(['The current location is at ' num2str(CurLoc) ' 
kilometers from initial location.']); 
reqSer = (rdService(reqVector()==1)); % requested services  
temp_str = string(['with'; 'with'; 'with'; 'with']); 
reqSerPrio = string(reqVectorPrio(reqVectorPrio()~=0)); % 
requested services Priority 
disp(join(['The requested Services with priority are ' 
join(join([reqSer'  temp_str reqSerPrio'])) '.'])); 
disp(' '); 
 % Road side Service profile network or map 
% Assuming that some services can be available have many 
shops or branches such as 
% convenience store, gas stations, bank etc., but some 
services can be 
% located in only one location such as the personal doctor's 
clinic. 
% Construct a graph (network) of RSS 
   
%rdService = ['SE1','SE2','SE3','SE4','SE5','SE6','SE6', 
'SE7']; % profile 
rdServicematrix=  [1 1 1 0 0 1 0; % Option 1 
                               1 0 1 0 1 0 1; % Option 2 
                               1 1 1 0 1 1 0; 

                               1 1 1 0 1 1 1; 
                               1 0 0 1 0 0 1];% RSPM 
  
rdServiceLocmatrix=[4.5,2.6, 3.4, Inf, Inf,4.9,Inf;  % Inf 
means that service is not on the road 
                                  1.2, Inf,  4.8,  Inf, 3.3,  Inf, 2.8; 
           0.8, 2.5, 3.7,  Inf, 5.8,  2.5, Inf; 
                                  0.3, 1.7, 2.8,  Inf, 3.8,  2.8, 4.2 ; 
           0.4, Inf, Inf, 2.3, Inf, Inf, 5.1]; % 
RSPM 
 Dist = rdServiceLocmatrix; 
 
% Road Path 1 
 
P(1).s = {'IniLoc', 'CurLoc',  'S21','S31','S11'}; % S21 = 
Service 2 at Path 1 
P(1).d = {'CurLoc', 'S21','S31','S11','S61'};%,'End'}; 
P(1).w = [CurLoc - IniLoc, Dist(1,2)- CurLoc, Dist(1,3)-
Dist(1,2), Dist(1,1)-Dist(1,3), Dist(1,6)-Dist(1,1)];% 
distance between SEs 
P(1).w(P(1).w<0)=0; 
G = graph(P(1).s,P(1).d,P(1).w); 
  
% Road Path 2 
 
P(2).s = {'CurLoc', 'S12','S72','S52'};%,'S32'}; 
P(2).d = { 'S12','S72','S52','S32'};%,'End'}; 
P(2).w = [Dist(2,1)-CurLoc, Dist(2,7)-Dist(2,1), Dist(2,5)-
Dist(2,7), Dist(2,3)-Dist(2,7)];% distance between SEs 
P(2).w(P(2).w<0)=0; 
G = addedge(G,P(2).s,P(2).d,P(2).w); 
  
% Road Path 3 
 
P(3).s={ 'CurLoc','S13','S13','S23','S23', 
'S63','S33'};%,'S53'}; 
P(3).d={ 'S13',  'S23', 'S63', 'S33', 'S63', 
'S33','S53'};%,'End'}; 
P(3).w= [ Dist(3,1)- CurLoc, Dist(3,2)-Dist(3,1), Dist(3,6)-
Dist(3,1), Dist(3,3)-Dist(3,2),Dist(3,6)-Dist(3,2),... 
Dist(3,3)-Dist(3,6),Dist(3,5)-Dist(3,3)];% distance between 
SEs 
P(3).w(P(3).w<0)=0; 
G = addedge(G,P(3).s,P(3).d,P(3).w); 
  
%Road Path 4 
 
P(4).s={'CurLoc','S14','S24','S24','S64','S64','S34','S54'};%,'
S74'}; 
P(4).d={'S14','S24','S64','S34','S34','S54','S54','S74'};%,'End'
}; 
% P(4).w = [1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 1,1,3];%,8]; 
P(4).w = [ Dist(4,1)-CurLoc, Dist(4,2)-Dist(4,1), Dist(4,6)-
Dist(4,2), Dist(4,3)-Dist(4,2),...Dist(4,3)-Dist(4,6), Dist(4,5)-
Dist(4,6),Dist(4,5)-Dist(4,3),Dist(4,7)-Dist(4,5)];% distance 
between SEs 
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P(4).w(P(4).w<0)=0; 
G = addedge(G,P(4).s,P(4).d,P(4).w); 
   
%Road Path 5 
 
P(5).s = {'CurLoc', 'S15','S45'};%,'S75'}; 
P(5).d = { 'S15','S45','S75'};%,'End'}; 
P(5).w = [ Dist(5,1)-CurLoc, Dist(5,4)-Dist(5,1), Dist(5,7)-
Dist(5,4)];% distance between SEs 
P(5).w(P(5).w<0)=0; 
G = addedge(G,P(5).s,P(5).d,P(5).w); 
p= plot(G,'EdgeLabel',G.Edges.Weight,'Layout','layered'); 
sprintf('The current location is at %d m from the initial 
location.',1000*CurLoc); 
highlight(p,'CurLoc','NodeColor','r','MarkerSize',7) 
  
str_temp =  sprintf('The current location is at %d m from the 
initial location.',1000*CurLoc); 
hText1 = text(0.1,8.9,str_temp,'Color','k','FontSize',11); 
str_temp = join(['The requested Services with priority are ' 
join(join([reqSer'  temp_str reqSerPrio'])) '.']); 
hText2 = text(0.1,8.5,str_temp,'Color','k','FontSize',11); 
   
set(gca,'xtick',[],'ytick',[]) 
set(gcf, 'units', 'normalized'); 
set(gcf, 'Position', [0, 0, 0.6, 0.8]); 
pause  
  
% %==== consider highest priority and min distrance=% 
 %  Find the distance and road for each recommended path 
with high priority [n m]= size(rdServicematrix); % n is 
number of options and m is number of services 
rdServicemtr = zeros(n,1); 
  
% Service Priority Selection 
rdServicPriemtr = zeros(n,1); 
for i = 1:n 
    rdServicemtr(i) = reqVectorPrio * rdServicematrix(i,:)'; % 
calculate the total priority weight metric 
end 
  
% Service Location Constrained Selection 
% Find the options which can provide max Ser 
disp('To achieve the highest priority service satisfied: RSs ') 
disp('The road ') 
rdSerSel_prio =[]; % Selection after checking current 
location 
while isempty(rdSerSel_prio) 
    hprio_rdInd = find(rdServicemtr == max(rdServicemtr)); 
% road indix with high priority 
    hprio_serInd =find(reqVectorPrio == 
max(reqVectorPrio));% find the servide index with high 
priority  from request priority vector 
    for i= 1: length(hprio_rdInd) 
        if (min(rdServiceLocmatrix(hprio_rdInd(i),:)) > 
CurLoc) % checking if the vehnicle 

            rdSerSel_prio = [rdSerSel_prio,  hprio_rdInd(i)]; 
            fprintf('%d, ', hprio_rdInd(i)); 
            [path1, dist1] = shortestpath(G,'CurLoc', 
P(hprio_rdInd(i)).d(end)); % find the path and distance 
            highlight(p,path1,'EdgeColor','m','LineWidth',1); % 
show in the graph with rmagenta color 
        end 
    end 
    if isempty(rdSerSel_prio) 
        disp([num2str(hprio_rdInd(i))  ' is not selected becuase 
one service station has passed.']); 
        rdServicemtr(hprio_rdInd(i))=0; 
    end 
    if sum(rdServicemtr)== 0 
        break 
    end 
end 
  pause() 
 if isempty(rdSerSel_prio) == 0 
    disp(' are slected for highest priority service.'); 
    disp(' ') 
    % Find the shortest distance to go the highest priority 
service 
    hprio_dist = zeros(length(rdSerSel_prio),1); 
    total_dist = zeros(length(rdSerSel_prio),1); 
    min_dist = Inf; % minimum distance to last service stop 
    min_ind = 0; % the road index which has the minimum 
distance to last service stop 
    for i = 1: length(rdSerSel_prio) 
        for j= 1:totalSer 
            if (rdServicematrix(rdSerSel_prio(i),j) == 1 & 
reqVector(j) == 1) 
                if total_dist(i) < 
rdServiceLocmatrix(rdSerSel_prio(i),j) 
                    total_dist(i) = 
rdServiceLocmatrix(rdSerSel_prio(i),j); % find the short trip 
to cover max requested services 
                    last_ser = j; 
                end 
            end 
        end 
         for j = 1:length(hprio_serInd) 
            if min_dist >= 
rdServiceLocmatrix(rdSerSel_prio(i),hprio_serInd(j)) 
                min_dist = 
rdServiceLocmatrix(rdSerSel_prio(i),hprio_serInd(j)); %  
minimum distance to last service stop 
                hprio_rdind = rdSerSel_prio(i); % the selected 
road with highest priority service 
                hprio_srind = hprio_serInd(j); % highest priority 
service index of the selected road 
            end 
        end 
    end 
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    str_last_ser =  
sprintf('S%d%d',hprio_srind,hprio_rdind);% highest priority 
service stop of the selected road. 
    [path, dist] = shortestpath(G,'CurLoc', str_last_ser); % 
find the path and distance of recommended road 
    highlight(p,path,'EdgeColor','r','LineWidth',3); % show in 
the graph with magenta color 
    temp_Locmatrix = rdServiceLocmatrix(hprio_rdind,:); 
    temp =0; 
    while sum(temp_Locmatrix==min_dist) > 1 
        str_pre_ser =  
sprintf('S%d%d',hprio_srind,hprio_rdind); 
        temp_Locmatrix(hprio_srind)= 0; 
        temp = find(temp_Locmatrix== min_dist); 
        last_ser = temp(1); 
        str_last_ser =  
sprintf('S%d%d',hprio_srind,hprio_rdind);% highest priority 
service stop of the selected road. 
        [path, dist] = shortestpath(G,str_pre_ser, str_last_ser); 
% find the path and distance of recommended road 
        highlight(p,path,'EdgeColor','r','LineWidth',3); % show 
in the graph with magenta color 
    end 
%hText = text(0.3,8.5,str_temp,'Color','r','FontSize',12); 
    disp(['Finally, the road ' num2str(hprio_rdind) ' which 
includes the services of ']); 
    temp_str =[]; 
    for j= 1:totalSer 
  if (rdServicematrix(hprio_rdind,j) == 1 & reqVector(j) == 
1) 
            fprintf('%s, ', rdService(j)); 
            temp_str =[temp_str, rdService(j)]; 
        end 
    end 
    disp([ ' with the distance of ' num2str(min_dist-CurLoc) ' 
kilometers is selected']); 
    str_temp= join(['Finally, the road ' num2str(hprio_rdind) ' 
with ' join(temp_str)... 
        ' with total distance of ' num2str(min_dist-CurLoc) ' km 
is selected.']); 
    hText3 = text(0.1,0.3,str_temp,'Color','r','FontSize',11); 
end 
disp(' '); 
 

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
In this paper, we studied the model to solve problem of 

providing both driver and passenger, travelers, in the middle 
of traffic jam. The solutions are matching their maximum 
service requests or priority selection within time-sensitive 
information about traffic conditions, and their preferred 
alternative to use services along roadside services provider 
nearby. We use the Roadside Services Availability 
Algorithms to match requirement and service availability 
against their dynamic location to the traveler which serve as 
smart traveling model. And the research use MATLAB be a 

simulation tool with matching requests and priority and 
finalized time domain with the dynamic shortest distance. 
The prototype model are based on Smart Roadside Services 
System - SRSS, an integrated system of location-aware 
roadside service provider database for their GPS location, 
service element or categories and their service status as 
application-layer over mobile communication. Mobile 
application for traveler is designed to support the 
establishment of distributed, ad-hoc, best-effort service 
infrastructures for vehicle location and traffic condition over 
mobile network as in Figure 7. 

 

 
Figure 7. The Smart Roadside Service System Model 

 
Defining the optimum of the boundary for roadside 

service range to support service request and traffic situation, 
we can expand to cover the congested zone.  Therefore, we 
conducted simulation study of minimum scale with real time 
roadside services availability status in synchronize with city 
traffic conditions. The research results support the model of 
Smart roadside services system for Smart city services. The 
system can be expanded more the larger scale and location 
matched to smart city environment. The prerequisite is to set 
up SRSS with digitizing the concern information to be 
shared and support smart citizen to equip with new mobile 
device which will be able to communicate with the 
interactive information from roadside service providers in 
those congested zone to traveler to make smart decision as 
well as support the traveling priority. 

 
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

  
This research presented a simulation model of roadside 

services availability integrated with smart roadside service 
system and navigation system with real time traffic report, to 
provide a more satisfying travel journeys through congested 
zones. In addition, the presented algorithm can be used as 
the foundation for creating a new service that adds economic 
benefits to the city and hence can be established as a startup 
business with some venture capital funding. Our suggestion 
for the future work is to find an extended scope of the 
algorithm that can share all classes of city establishments’ 
resources and provide routing algorithms to locate the right 
establishment for user in different scale. Furthermore, the 
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recommended algorithm can be integrated to provide a layer 
of intelligence for the user to find the establishment that 
might be of interest to their user. The business benefits are 
for the smart city to help the citizens to find the desired 
business establishments in the real time mode which will 
improve their living in Smart City.  
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